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THE INFLUENCE OF DEFECTSON MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF f-PuA. O. Shorikov a;b, V. I. Anisimov a;b, M. A. Korotin a, V. V. Dremov *, Ph. A. Sapozhnikov aInstitute of Metal Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes620990, Ekaterinburg, RussiabTheoretial Physis and Applied Mathemati Department, Urals State Tehnial University620002, Ekaterinburg, RussiaRussian Federal Nulear Center �Institute of Tehnial Physis�456770, Snezhinsk, Chelyabinsk Region, RussiaReeived February 6, 2013The in�uene of vaanies and interstitial atoms on magnetism in Pu is onsidered in the framework of thedensity funtional theory. The rystal struture relaxation arising due to di�erent types of defets is alulatedusing the moleular dynamis method with a modi�ed embedded atom model. The loal density approximationwith expliit inlusion of Coulomb and spin�orbit interations is applied in matrix invariant form to desribeorrelation e�ets in Pu with these types of defets. The alulations show that both vaanies and intersti-tials give rise to loal moments in the f -shell of Pu in good agreement with experimental data for aged Pu.Magnetism appears due to the destrution of a deliate balane between spin�orbit and exhange interations.DOI: 10.7868/S004445101310012X1. INTRODUCTIONBand struture alulations of Æ-Pu predit thestati magneti order of f -eletrons with the full mag-neti moment values 0.25�5 �B with a substantial im-pat of the spin moment [1�4℄. These results ontraditthe experimental measurements of magneti propertiesof non-aged Pu without impurities. These data indi-ate the absene of any ordered or disordered, statior dynami magneti moments in Pu at low tempera-tures [5, 6℄.Reent progress in alulation methods allows or-retly desribing the ground state of pure Pu in theÆ-phase and the model �-phase [7; 8℄. It was shown inRef. [7℄ that the deliate balane between spin�orbit(SO) and exhange interations determines the non-magneti ground state in pure Pu. These interationshave the magnitude lose to eah other in atinides andits ompounds and the balane ould be easily brokenby rystal �eld of legands. Also, Söderlind [9℄ on-�rms the important role of SO and orbital polarization*E-mail: vvd0531�mail.ru

in formation of the nonmagneti ground state of plu-tonium in the framework of model density funtionaltheory (DFT) alulation. Impurities like Al and Gathat are used to stabilize the f-phase of Pu at inthe same way. Several groups report the presene ofthe ordered magneti moment in aged Pu-Al and Pu-Ga alloys [10�12℄. The magnitude of moments is small,�10�3 �B (Ref. [10℄) � 0.15 �B (Ref. [11, 12℄), andthese moments ould arise due to distortion of the rys-tal struture near interstitial Pu atoms and vaanies.A substantial drawbak of the loal (spin) densityapproximation (L(S)DA) is the underestimation of theorbital moment [13, 14℄. As a result, the DFT in de-sription of 4f - and 5f -metals fails, sine the orbitalmoment in them an overome the spin one. Tak-ing the Coulomb repulsion U and SO interations infull matrix rotation-invariant form into aount in theLDA+U+SO method ould improve the results. Anahievement of this method is that the exat magnetiorder does not have to be set at the start of iterations.Both the magnitude and the diretion of the magnetimoment are alulated for eah atom. Magneti orderand the �easy axis� diretion are the result of a self-onsistent interation proedure.In the LDA+U method [15℄, the energy funtional795 8*



A. O. Shorikov, V. I. Anisimov, M. A. Korotin et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 4 (10), 2013ELDA+U depends, in addition to the harge density�(r), on the oupation matrix nss0mm0 for a partiularorbital for whih orrelation e�ets are taken into a-ount (in our ase, it is the 5f plutonium orbital). TheLDA+U method in the general form nondiagonal inspin variables was de�ned in Ref. [16℄:ELDA+U [�(r); fng℄ == ELDA[�(r)℄ +EU [fng℄�Ed[fng℄; (1)where �(r) is the harge density and ELDA[�(r)℄ is thestandard LDA funtional. The oupation matrix isde�ned as nss0mm0 = � 1� EFZ ImGss0mm0(E) dE; (2)where Gss0mm0 (E) = hmsj(E� bHLDA+U )�1jm0s0i are theelements of the Green's funtion matrix in a loal or-bital basis set (m is the magneti quantum numberand s is the spin index for the orrelated orbital). Inthis paper, this basis set is formed of LMT-orbitalsfrom the tight-binding LMTO method based on theatomi sphere approximation (TB-LMTO-ASA) [17℄.In Eq. (1), the Coulomb interation energy termEU [fng℄ is a funtion of the oupation matrix nss0mm0 :EU [fng℄ == 12 Xfmg;ss0fhm;m00jVeejm0;m000inssmm0ns0s0m00m000 �� hm;m00jVeejm000;m0inss0mm0ns0sm00m000g; (3)where Vee is the sreened Coulomb interation betweenorrelated eletrons. Finally, the last term in Eq. (1)orreting for double ounting is a funtion of the totalnumber of eletrons in the spirit of the LDA and is afuntional of the total harge density,Ed[fng℄ = 12UN(N � 1)� 14JHN(N � 2); (4)where N = Tr(nss0mm0) is the total number of eletronsin a partiular shell, and U and JH are the sreenedCoulomb and Hund exhange parameters, whih an bedetermined in the onstrain LDA alulations [18, 19℄.The sreened Coulomb interation matrix elementshm;m00jVeejm0;m000i an be expressed in terms of theparameters U and JH (see Ref. [15℄).The funtional in Eq. (1) de�nes the e�etive single-partile Hamiltonian with an orbital-dependent poten-tial added to the usual LDA potential:bHLDA+U = bHLDA + Xms;m0s0 jmsiV ss0mm0hm0s0j; (5)

whereV ss0mm0 == Æss0 Xm00;m000fhm;m00jVeejm0;m000in�s;�sm00m000 ++ (hm;m00jVeejm0;m000i �� hm;m00jVeejm000;m0i)nssm00m000g �� (1� Æss0) Xm00;m000hm;m00jVeejm000;m0ins0sm00m000 �� U �N � 12�+ 12JH(N � 1): (6)In this paper, we use the LDA+U+SO method,whih inludes the LDA+U Hamiltonian (6), nondi-agonal in spin variables, and the spin�orbit ouplingterm bHLDA+U+SO = bHLDA+U + bHSO ;bHSO = �L � S; (7)where � is the spin�orbit oupling parameter. In theLS basis, the SO oupling matrix has nonzero matrixelements that are diagonal ((HSO)s;sm0;m) as well as o�-diagonal ((HSO)";#m0;m and (HSO)#;"m0;m) in spin variables(omplex spherial harmonis) [20℄:(HSO)";#m0;m = �2p(l +m)(l �m+ 1)(Æm0;m�1);(HSO)#;"m0;m = �2p(l +m)(l �m+ 1)(Æm0�1;m);(HSO)s;sm0;m = �msÆm0;m; (8)where l, m are orbital quantum numbers and the spinindex is s = +1=2;�1=2. The peuliarities of theLDA+U+SO method and its implementation to theproblem of pure Pu and several plutonium ompoundswere desribed in detail in Ref. [7℄.In this paper, four di�erent f-Pu superells are in-vestigated: one interstitial (IS) Pu atom in a 32-atomsuperell, a vaany in an 8-atom superell, and two32-atom superells with both an IS and a vaany atminimal and large distanes. Due to the presene ofdefets, the perfet f struture was to be distorted,and therefore the relaxation of the rystal struture forall superells under investigation should be taken intoaount. Beause the LMTO method does not allowperforming struture relaxation orretly, we use thelassial moleular dynamis (CMD) with the modi�edembedded atom model (MEAM) by Baskes [21�23℄ asthe interatomi potential. The MEAM is a many-bodypotential, i. e., interation between a pair of atoms de-pends on the loal struture (on positions of their om-mon neighbors). The parameterization of the MEAM796



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 4 (10), 2013 The in�uene of defets : : :for pure plutonium and plutonium�gallium alloys wasgiven in Ref. [21℄ and the potential is urrently widelyused in CMD simulations of plutonium properties andproesses in Pu aused by self-irradiation [21�25℄.Adding an IS or a vaany to initial superell makesthe Pu atoms inequivalent. That is why the di�erenttypes of atoms in the tables below have additional num-bers (e. g., Pu1, et). The rystal struture relaxationlowers the symmetry again, and the new Pu lassesare divided into sublasses (see Table 4). All alula-tions of the eletroni struture and magneti proper-ties were made using the tight-binding linear mu�n-tin orbitals method with the atomi sphere approxi-mation (the TB-LMTO-ASA omputation sheme). Inthe LDA+U alulation sheme, the values of the di-ret Coulomb (U) and Hund exhange (JH) parametersshould be determined as the �rst step of the alula-tion proedure. This an be done in an ab initio wayby onstrained LDA alulations [18; 19℄. In our alu-lations, the Hund exhange parameter JH was found tobe JH = 0:48 eV. The value of the Coulomb parame-ter U was set to 2.5 eV beause this value provides theorret equilibrium volume of Æ-Pu (see Ref. [7℄ for thedetails).2. INTERSTITIAL PLUTONIUM ATOM IN A32-ATOM SUPERCELLFirst, the 32-atom superell of f-Pu with one ad-ditional Pu atom was onsidered. The superell hasthree oordination spheres around the defet, whih issu�ient for desribing relaxation of the position ofneighboring atoms. The lassial moleular dynamismethod was used to desribe distortion of the rystalstruture. New positions of Pu atoms in the superellwere used in the subsequent alulation of the ele-troni struture. Adding one additional Pu atom low-ers the symmetry of the ell. Four new inequivalentlasses of plutonium belonging to four di�erent oordi-nation spheres around the IS arise. Moreover, the Puatoms within eah new lass beome inequivalent dueto di�erent loal neighborhoods. To take this loweringof symmetry into aount, no symmetrization was ap-plied in our eletroni struture alulation. Beauseno additional symmetry onditions were imposed onthe eletroni subsystem, the magnitude of loal mo-ments at Pu sites and their diretions an be arbitraryand orrespond to the minimum of the total energy.The LDA+U+SO alulations for metalli Pu in theÆ phase gave a nonmagneti ground state with zero val-ues of the spin S, orbital L, and total J moments [7, 8℄.

Our alulation for the 32-atom superell with one ISshows that small loal magneti moments develop atthe Pu sites. The loal moment magnitude dependson the distane between the enter of distortion (IS)and the orresponding Pu site. We argue that this isbeause of a violation of the balane between SO andexhange interations due to the rystal struture relax-ation. The results are presented in Table 1. The partialontributions of the f6 on�guration and the jj-typeof oupling to the �nal state an be alulated in thefollowing way. The total moment value is the same inboth oupling shemes (jj or LS): J = 0 for f6 andJ = 5=2 for f5. If there is a mixed state (1�x)f6+xf5,then x an be de�ned as x = J=2:5. The spin S andorbital L moment values for the f6 on�guration areequal to zero in the jj oupling sheme and S = 3,L = 3 in the LS oupling sheme. For the f5 on�gu-ration, they are S = 5=14 � 0:36 and L = 20=7 � 2:86in the jj oupling sheme, and S = 5=2 and L = 5in the LS oupling sheme. We an de�ne a mixedoupling sheme with a ontribution of the jj ouplingequal to y and of the LS oupling equal to 1 � y. Inthe �nal state, the alulated values of orbital and spinmoments areL = x(2:86y+5(1� y))+(1�x)(0 � y+3(1�y)); (9)S = x(0:36y+2:5(1�y))+(1�x)(0 � y+3(1�y): (10)These formulas allow determining the value of theoe�ient y. An e�etive paramagneti moment ob-tained from suseptibility measurements using the Cu-rie�Weiss law an be alulated as�eff = gpJ(J + 1)�B : (11)The problem is to de�ne the Lande g-fator thatan be alulated for pure f5 and f6 on�gurations inthe LS or jj oupling shemes. For the f6 on�gura-tion, the total moment J = 0, and we therefore need toalulate the g-fator for the f5 on�guration only. Forthe ground state of the f5 on�guration in the jj ou-pling sheme, the Lande fator is gjj = 6=7 � 0:86. Inthe LS oupling sheme, its value is gLS = 2=7 � 0:29.Beause the latter value is nearly three times largerthan the former, gjj and gLS an give only upper andlower limits of the g-fator in the ase of intermediateoupling. We an alulate the weighted value of thee�etive moment using the relative weights of LS- andjj-ouplings obtained from Eqs. (9), (10), and (11).The magneti order of Pu ions is set arbitrarily atthe beginning of the iteration proess. Final diretionsof loal moments are alulated in aordane with the797



A. O. Shorikov, V. I. Anisimov, M. A. Korotin et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 4 (10), 2013Table 1. Magneti properties alulated for the 32-atom superell and an interstitial (IS) Pu atom. First olumn:the labels of nonequivalent Pu atoms. Seond olumn: the distane between the IS and the Pu ion (Å). The next fourolumns: the number of equivalent Pu atoms in sublasses (natoms), alulated values for spin (S), orbital moments(L), and total moments (J). The last four olumns ontain partial ontributions of f6 on�gurations and the jj type ofoupling for the 5f shell of the Pu ion, the e�etive magneti moment, and the total number of f -eletronsD, Å natoms S L J f6, % jj, % �eff nfIS 1 0.028 0.057 0.03 98.9 99.2 0.146 6.06Pu1 2.79 4 0.260 0.341 0.08 96.7 91.7 0.234 5.692 0.065 0.059 0.01 99.8 97.8 0.061Pu2 4.03 4 0.216 0.310 0.09 96.3 93.2 0.256 5.794 0.197 0.277 0.08 96.8 93.8 0.238Pu3 5.22 4 0.506 0.633 0.13 94.9 83.5 0.271 5.778 0.380 0.472 0.09 96.3 87.7 0.236Pu4 6.96 4 0.750 1.111 0.36 85.6 75.7 0.456 5.732 0.471 0.574 0.10 95.9 84.6 0.246
a

b

с

Fig. 1. Nonollinear order obtained for the 32-atomsuperell with an IS. Blak spheres at the orners de-note the IS. Light and dark gray spheres are Pu atomswith oppositely direted total moments. The radii ofthe spheres are proportional to the magnitude of theorresponding magneti momentsminimum of the total energy at the end of the self-onsistene loop. Beause the long-range order is setup in the hosen alulation method, some ferrimag-neti order arouse as an artifat. This order resem-

bles the antiferromagneti (AFM) one of the A-type.In Fig. 1, the resulting diretions of the total momentare shown with red and green olors. Pu atoms po-sitioned in the �rst oordination sphere to the IS aswell as the IS itself have the smallest magneti mo-ments. They do not di�er signi�antly from those inpure Æ-Pu, whih is nonmagneti. The values of loalmoments inrease as the distane between the IS andthe orresponding site inreases. The largest total mo-ment develops for the Pu4 ion positioned in the enterof the superell (the large sphere in Fig. 1). This ionhas the largest distane to the IS. The average value ofthe e�etive moment for an IS Pu atom in the 32-atomsuperell is �eff � 0:26 �B . The numbers of f -eletrons(see Table 1, last olumn) di�er from those alulatedfor nondistorted f-Pu (whih has 5.74 f -eletrons),but not signi�antly exept the ase of the interstitialatom. The later has the largest oupation number inall onsidered strutures (see the tables below). Thelarge number of f -eletrons (lose to 6) obtained in thepresent alulation disagrees with previous experimen-tal and theoretial estimations that give 5.1�5.2 ele-trons [26℄. Suh a di�erene between theoretial resultsoriginates from dissimiliar band struture alulationmethods. Sine the TB-LMTO-ASA sheme uses arti-�ially large overlapping atomi spheres, these numbersshould be only used to ompare di�erent lasses of plu-tonium atoms with eah other. We have veri�ed our re-sults and run several alulations with di�erent radii ofPu atoms, �lling empty spae in the primitive ell with798



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 4 (10), 2013 The in�uene of defets : : :empty spheres (pseudo-atoms without ore states). Adistorted superell always beomes magneti with thesame order. The magnitude of loal magneti momentsdepends slightly on the atomi radius. It inreases asthe radius inreases. For simpliity, we hose the sameradii 3.41 a.u. for all Pu atoms, in order to be able toompare their magneti moments. Arti�ial overlap-ping of atomi spheres in all the superells onsiderednever exeeds 13%, whih is the ritial TB-LMTO-ASA value.3. VACANCY IN AN 8-ATOM SUPERCELLAnother type of defets appearing in Pu during the�rst several years of storage is vaany. Just the va-anies mostly survive and a�et thermodynami andmehanial properties of Pu [27, 28℄.A small superell onsisting of eight Pu atoms wasonsidered. One Pu atom was removed from its posi-tion in the superell and after relaxation of the rystalstruture this empty spae was arti�ially �lled withan empty sphere. Unfortunately, the 8-atom superellis not su�ient for orret desribing the rystal stru-ture relaxation within the MEAM. Shifts of Pu atomswere obtained to be negligible. Nevertheless, removingone atom from the superell lowers the symmetry ofrystal, beause the loal neighborhood of plutoniumatoms beomes di�erent. We note that this su�es toindue loal moments on Pu sites. In ontrast to the ISation, the vaany muh stronger a�ets the Pu1 thatform the �rst oordination sphere (Table 2). Magnetimoments of Pu2 atoms that belong to the 2nd oordi-nation sphere are smaller.The average value of the e�etive magneti momentin the superell with a vaany is about 0:28 �B . Inontrast to the ase of the IS in a 32-atom superell,the resulting magneti order is an analogue of a C-typeAFM (see Fig. 2).These results prove that both types of defets in-due loal magneti moment on Pu atoms due to dis-tortion of the f struture or even lowering the sym-metry. Di�erent types of defets a�et magnetism inPu in di�erent ways: an IS indues larger magneti mo-ments on atoms at large distane, whereas a vaanymostly a�ets its nearest neighbors. Di�erent typesof defets also result in di�erent types of AFM order.The simultaneous e�et of an IS and a vaany ouldalso give rise to the loal moments and lead to a moreompliated pattern of the Pu-ion magneti order.

Fig. 2. Nonollinear order obtained for the 8-atom su-perell with a vaany. The vaany is shown as blakspheres. Light and dark gray spheres are Pu atoms withoppositely direted total moments. The radii of spheresare proportional to the magnitude of the orrespondingmagneti moment4. VACANCY AND INTERSTITIALPLUTONIUM AT THE MINIMAL DISTANCEBeause an IS and a vaany a�et the magnetismin Pu in di�erent ways, we an expet that their simul-taneous in�uene ould also give rise to a loal momentand produe some ompliated magneti pattern.As the �rst step, a 32-atom superell with an IS anda vaany at the minimal distane was investigated.Relaxation of the superell was made using moleulardynamis within the MEAM. Both the removal of onePu atom from its site and relaxation lower the sym-metry of the superell, and one lass of Pu is dividedinto 11 lasses. Six of them have two sublasses (seeTable 3). Small loal moments also develop at Pu sitesof the relaxed superell. The magnitude of momentsand other results of an LDA+U+SO alulation arepresented in Table 3. Two di�erent values of momentsfor one type of Pu atoms our beause of lowering thesuperell symmetry due to orbital polarization. The799



A. O. Shorikov, V. I. Anisimov, M. A. Korotin et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 4 (10), 2013Table 2. Magneti properties of Pu ions alulated for the 8-atom superell with one vaany. Seond olumn showsthe distane between the vaany and the Pu ion (Å). See also the aption to Table 1D, Å natoms S L J f6, % jj, % �eff nf2 0.651 0.817 0.166 93.4 78.7 0.298Pu1 3.27 2 0.518 0.656 0.138 94.5 83.1 0.283 5.712 0.515 0.652 0.137 94.5 83.3 0.283Pu2 4.63 1 0.356 0.449 0.094 96.3 88.5 0.243 5.70Table 3. Magneti properties of Pu ions alulated for the 32-atom superell with one vaany and an IS at the minimaldistane. See also aption to Table 1D, Å natom S L J f6, % jj, % �eff nfIS 1 0.058 0.086 0.029 98.9 98.2 0.145 6.1Pu1 4.02 2 0.250 0.348 0.097 96.1 92.0 0.259 5.612 0.195 0.267 0.073 97.1 93.8 0.225Pu2 2.70 1 0.009 0.015 0.006 99.8 99.7 0.064 6.22Pu3 5.10 2 0.485 0.583 0.098 96.1 84.1 0.237 5.712 0.532 0.645 0.113 95.5 82.6 0.252Pu4 6.91 2 0.230 0.313 0.083 96.7 92.7 0.239 5.752 0.021 0.038 0.017 99.3 99.4 0.111Pu5 4.09 2 0.165 0.212 0.047 98.1 94.7 0.180 5.712 0.122 0.155 0.033 98.7 96.1 0.153Pu6 2.85 2 0.057 0.081 0.024 99.1 98.2 0.132 5.782 0.088 0.117 0.029 98.8 97.2 0.145Pu7 5.18 2 0.123 0.156 0.034 98.7 96.1 0.154 5.75Pu8 6.91 1 0.069 0.077 0.008 99.7 97.7 0.074 5.75Pu9 5.35 2 0.220 0.277 0.057 97.7 92.9 0.196 5.77Pu10 6.99 2 0.343 0.448 0.105 95.8 88.9 0.261 5.78Pu11 5.24 2 0.069 0.095 0.027 98.9 97.8 0.140 5.792 0.150 0.199 0.049 98.0 95.2 0.186mutual ation of the IS and the vaany dereases thedispersion of magnitudes on di�erent sites. The averagevalue of the e�etive moment at a Pu atom is 0:18 �B .Three types of Pu atoms, Pu10, Pu1, and Pu3, havethe largest magneti moments, 0.261 �B , 0.259 �B , and0.252 �B respetively. Atoms of type Pu1 and Pu3 arethe nearest to the vaany (exept the IS) and henehave the largest magneti moments in agreement with
the results of our previous alulation for the vaanyin an 8-atom superell (Se. 3). Pu6 atoms belong tothe �rst oordination sphere of the vaany, but havemuh smaller moments, about 0:14 �B . These atomsare positioned in the �rst oordination sphere of theIS and, in agreement with our results for one IS in the32-atom superell, the IS suppresses magnetism on Pu6atoms. Finally, Pu10 has a sizeable magneti moment,800



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 4 (10), 2013 The in�uene of defets : : :
b

cFig. 3. Ferrimagneti order obtained for the 32-atomsuperell with an IS and a vaany at the minimal dis-tane. Small blak spheres denote the vaany, andlarge blak spheres at the orners, the IS. Light anddark gray spheres are Pu atoms with opposite signs ofthe z-omponent of the magneti moment. The lengthof arrows is proportional to the magnitude of the or-responding e�etive magneti momentalthough it is smaller than that at the Pu atom in theenter of the 32-atom superell with a single IS. Thisould be explained by the ation of the vaany thatindues large loal moments near itself and suppressesthe magnetism on distant atoms.The simultaneous e�et of an IS and a vaany re-sults in a more ompliated anted AFM pattern, whihould not be identi�ed with any standard type. Thealulated anted AFM order is presented in Fig. 3.5. VACANCY AND INTERSTITIALPLUTONIUM AT LARGE DISTANCEFinally, we made the same alulation for a 32-atomsuperell ontaining an IS and a vaany at a large dis-tane. As in the previous ases, the rystal struturerelaxation was made within the MEAM before the bandstruture alulation. The onsidered defets also lowerthe symmetry and 17 new Pu lasses arise. The valuesof moments and the ontribution of oupling types andeletroni on�gurations are presented in Table 4.As in our alulation for the IS and the vaany at

b

Fig. 4. Ferrimagneti order obtained for the 32-atomsuperell with an IS and a vaany at a large distane.See also aption to Fig. 3the minimal distane, loal moments develop at all Puatoms. The magnitude of the moments depends on thedistanes to both the IS and the vaany. Inommen-surate magneti order with strong nonollinearity wasobtained for this type of defet positions (see Fig. 4).The mehanism of the formation of magneti momentswas desribed above. The average magneti momenton Pu is 0.179 �B .6. CONCLUSIONSBand struture alulations have been run for foursuperells ontaining an IS, a vaany, and both theIS and vaany at small and large distanes. For thesuperell with one IS, ferrimagneti order lose to theA-type AFM was obtained. The magnitudes of loalmoments are 0.06�0.46 �B and the average momentis 0.26 �B . Atoms at the longest distane from theIS have the largest magneti moments. Ferrimagnetiorder lose to the C-type AFM was obtained for the8-atom superell with a vaany. This type of defetindues the largest moment on Pu atoms in �rst o-ordination sphere. Magneti moments obtained in the32-atom superell with both the IS and vaany have asmaller dispersion, 0.1�0.3 �B , and a smaller averagedmoment, about 0:18 �B . Simultaneous ation of thesedefets results in inommensurate magneti order withstrong nonollinearity. Nevertheless, the long-range or-801



A. O. Shorikov, V. I. Anisimov, M. A. Korotin et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 144, âûï. 4 (10), 2013Table 4. Magneti properties alulated for the 32-atom superell with one vaany and the IS at a large distane. Seealso aption to Table 1D, Å natoms S L J f6, % jj, % �eff nfIS 1 0.052 0.083 0.032 98.7 98.4 0.153 6.12Pu1 4.26 4 0.144 0.176 0.032 98.7 95.4 0.149 5.70Pu2 2.79 2 0.103 0.141 0.038 98.5 96.7 0.164 5.78Pu3 5.01 1 0.235 0.333 0.098 96.0 92.6 0.261 5.73Pu4 6.67 2 0.152 0.188 0.035 98.6 95.1 0.157 5.72Pu5 3.77 4 0.268 0.361 0.093 96.3 91.4 0.250 5.70Pu6 3.11 1 0.065 0.091 0.025 99.0 97.9 0.136 5.73Pu7 5.25 2 0.031 0.039 0.007 99.7 99.0 0.072 5.74Pu8 7.12 1 0.173 0.219 0.046 98.2 94.4 0.178 5.71Pu9 2.63 1 0.077 0.128 0.051 98.0 97.7 0.194 6.01Pu10 4.90 2 0.226 0.276 0.050 98.0 92.7 0.182 5.75Pu11 6.83 1 0.169 0.276 0.107 95.7 94.8 0.280 5.73Pu12 2.79 2 0.020 0.031 0.012 99.5 99.4 0.093 5.82Pu13 4.87 2 0.139 0.181 0.042 98.3 95.5 0.172 5.78Pu14 7.29 2 0.073 0.131 0.058 97.7 97.8 0.208 5.75Pu15 5.23 2 0.239 0.303 0.065 97.4 92.3 0.208 5.77Pu16 5.42 1 0.164 0.228 0.064 97.5 94.8 0.212 5.78Pu17 5.02 1 0.245 0.312 0.068 97.3 92.1 0.213 5.79der obtained in this work should be regarded as an ar-tifat of the omputation method. Our results indiatethat short-range order ould appear due to defets inf Pu, and the type of suh order depends strongly onthe distane to the orresponding defet. The imple-mentation of the LDA+DMFT method is neessary fora more aurate desription of the magnitudes of loalmoments in the paramagneti phase of Pu.The results of alulations explain the presene ofmagneti moment in aged Pu samples and agree wellwith experimental data [6, 11, 12℄.This work was supported by the RFBR (Projets�� 13-02-00050, 12-02-91371-CT�a), UB of RAS� 13-2-006-NC, the Ministry of eduation andsiene of Russian Federation through projets�� 14.A18.21.0076, 12.740.11.0026, 14.A18.21.0737,the fund of the President of the Russian Federa-tion through grant NSH-6172.2012.2, Program ofthe Russian Aademy of Sienes Presidium Quan-tum mirophysis of ondensed matter 12-�-2-1017,12-CD-2. The study was also supported by Contrat04783-000-99-35 TO 014 (LANL�RFNC-VNIITF).
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